












Sensors will be worn 

inside and outside of 

our bodies!





Mary Czerwinski
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Emotional health plays a fundamental role in 
our quality of life (World Health 
Organization, 2005)

Understanding our emotional habits is key to 
a better, healthier lifestyle (e.g., reduced 
stress, obesity, etc.)

Beyond Fitness… is Emotional Fitness

Product Interest….detecting joy, frustration of 
users



First Focus – STRESS and ANXIETY

Obesity

Cardiovascular

health

Stress

management













Wizard-of-Oz Lab Study

Mentor Participant

Health professional

Mentee Participant

Standardized performer

Entendre feedback

Brought in 16 

healthcare 

professionals 

ranging from EMT, 

nurses, doctors to 

Clinicians

They went through 

a scenario with a 

trained medical 

“performer” using 

the tool

WOZ rated 

empathy in real 

time

Performer rated 

their empathy 

afterwards
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Video



Could Art Work? Textile Mirror (TEI 2013)

An interactive prototype 
designed to actuate a user’s 
current emotional state through 
the movement of fabric

Negative Positive

Relaxed

Pumped

Felecia Davis, PhD Candidate

MIT School of Architecture

(internship)

videos/TextileMirrorCHI.mp4
videos/TextileMirrorCHI.mp4
videos/TextileMirrorCHI.mp4
videos/TextileMirrorCHI.mp4


Negative 

affect

Positive 

affect

Low Arousal

High Arousal





wearables

Diana MacLean, PhD Candidate

Stanford University 

(internship)

videos/MoodWings_CHI.mp4
videos/MoodWings_CHI.mp4
videos/MoodWings_CHI.mp4
videos/MoodWings_CHI.mp4
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Advisor: Mary Czerwinski

Mentors: Asta Roseway, Ran Gilad-Bachrach

In collaboration with Kael Rowan



Intervention Mashup

H1? Can we generate a 

micro intervention suite 

inspired by pop culture?

Our Contribution: New Age Stress 
Management … Using Pop Culture









Erin Solovey



expand bandwidth 
between human & computer

identify signals 
people naturally give off and 
adapt systems appropriately

medicine, 
education, driving, aviation, 
UAVs, video games, mobile

35

Increased 

computing 

capability

Increased 

demands 

on people

Improved 

sensing
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Capture subtle cognitive state changes

Augment traditional input devices

Adaptive, context-aware systems



	



Driver Workload





Motivation

Advanced in-vehicle tech (e.g. GPS)

Drivers bring tech into car

Advanced automation



Passive, automatic cognitive workload detection during 
natural driving using body sensing and driving metrics

	





	

	

	



2 Vehicle Setup

Safety Briefing

Task Training

1
Briefing, 

Consent

Questionnaire

N-back training

3
RT 93 N. (20 min)

Habituation to 

Vehicle

4
RT 495 S.

Data Collection

Period 1

8 End of Experiment

Questionnaires

Workload Scale

5 Turn-Around 

Point 6
RT 495 N.

Data Collection

Period 2 7
RT 93 S.

Data Collection

Period 3



Stimulus 8  7  4  5  2  3  1  9  6  0

Response .   .   8  7 4  5  2  3  1  9



20 participants: (9 female), mean age 23.9, (SD 23)

24 30-second examples of elevated and normal workload

Entire 2-minute period (n-back & rest) would be in training or test

30 sec 

2-back

30 sec 

2-back

90 sec 

Recovery 

and 

baseline

30 sec 

2-back

90 sec 

Recovery 

and 

baseline
…

Each subject completed  a total of 24 epochs of the 2-back task

90 sec 

Recovery 

and 

baseline



Raw input 

data

Feature 

extraction



• 69-75% cross-validation accuracy: all features, depending on algorithm

• 71-74% cross-validation accuracy: heart Rate features only

• Reasonable accuracy, using simple features and classification methods, 

HR alone even has promise

• 24 trials = ~48 minutes of data per person, training on 43 minutes
– Okay for proof-of-concept, not ideal for real-world

– Future: improved methods to shorten this

– Classification across individuals may reduce/eliminate this training time (Experiment 2)



Experiment 2: Build Generalized Models

30 sec 

0-back

30 sec 

0-back

30 sec 

0-back

30 sec 

0-back

30 sec 

1-back

30 sec 

1-back

30 sec 

1-back

30 sec 

1-back

30 sec 

2-back

30 sec 

2-back

30 sec 

2-back

30 sec 

2-back

150 seconds task 

recovery

150 seconds task 

recovery

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Presentation 

order of task level 

(0, 1, or 2-back) 

counterbalanced 

across subjects







Driving Features Heart Rate All Physiological Physiological & Driving

Feature combos had clear effects on classification results 



1. Study real-world task in large field studies

2. Record body sensor & task data

3. Classify cognitive workload level
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Future



Andrew Begel



using Graphics;

namespace Study {

public class Drawing {

public static void Main(string[] args) {

Circle c    = new Circle();

Triangle t1 = new Triangle();

Square s    = new Square();

Triangle t2 = new Triangle();

Graphics.draw(t2);

Graphics.draw(t1);

Graphics.draw(c);

Graphics.draw(s); 

}

}

}

using Graphics;

namespace Study {

public class Drawing {

public static void Main(string[] args) {

Object objectA = new Circle();

Object objectK = new Circle();

Object objectX = new Square();

Object objectB = new Triangle();

Graphics.draw(objectX);

Graphics.draw(objectA);

Graphics.draw(objectB);

Graphics.draw(objectK); 

}

}

}
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15 professional software developers
C# programmers from Seattle area. 14 male, 1 female. 27 – 60 years old.

8 tasks with various levels of difficulty
Type 1: Do these rectangles overlap? 

Type 2: What are the last three shapes drawn by main()?

3 psycho-physiological sensors
EEG, EDA, Eye tracking

8 task ratings and 1 ranking over all tasks



8 Tasks:

(2 types)

Variations:

Cognitive Abilities:

2 overlap tasks

2

1

4

3

6 drawing order tasks

Variable names (mnemonic vs. obfuscated)

Loops with various complexity

Nested ?: operator

Randomly-ordered field assignments

Working memory

Spatial relations

Math and Logic
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using Graphics;

namespace Study {
class Drawing {

public static void Main(string[] args) {
Rectangle t = new Rectangle();                                      
t.leftBottom = new Point(2,2);
t.leftTop = new Point(2,6);
t.rightTop = new Point(6,6);
t.rightBottom = new Point(6,2);                   
Graphics.draw(t);

Rectangle s = new Rectangle();
s.leftTop = new Point(11,5);
s.leftBottom = new Point(5,5);
s.rightBottom = new Point(5,9);
s.rightTop = new Point(11,9);                                                   
Graphics.draw(s);   

}
}}

Do these rectangles 

overlap?
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using Graphics;

namespace Study {
class Drawing {

public static void Main(string[] args) {
Rectangle t = new Rectangle();                                      
t.leftBottom = new Point(2,2);
t.leftTop = new Point(2,6);
t.rightTop = new Point(6,6);
t.rightBottom = new Point(6,2);                   
Graphics.draw(t);

Rectangle s = new Rectangle();
s.leftTop = new Point(11,5);
s.leftBottom = new Point(5,5);
s.rightBottom = new Point(5,9);
s.rightTop = new Point(11,9);                                                   
Graphics.draw(s);   

}
}}

using Graphics;

namespace Study {
class Drawing {

public static void Main(string[] args) {
Rectangle v = new Rectangle();                                      
v.leftTop = new Point(1,8);
Rectangle x = new Rectangle();
x.rightBottom = new Point(13,3);
x.rightTop = new Point(13,10); 
x.leftBottom = new Point(7,3);
v.rightTop = new Point(3,8);
x.leftTop = new Point(7,10);
v.rightBottom = new Point(3,5);                   
Graphics.draw(x);
v.leftBottom = new Point(1,5);
Graphics.draw(v);   

}
}}

Do these rectangles overlap?
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Neurosky Mindband

Q Affectiva 2.0

Tobii TX300 Eye Tracker

EEG (Electroencephalogram)

EDA (Electrodermal activity)

Eye tracking
• code location

• reading vs. scanning

• cognitive load

• general state of arousal

• surprise

• visual attention, mental workload, etc.

• attention™, meditation™
• α, β, γ, δ, θ waves

• eye blinks

• attention, meditation

• tonic signal (low freq)

• phasic signal (high freq)

• gaze location

• fixations and saccades

• pupil size
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Data recording

Feature extraction

Data cleaning

Naïve Bayes classifier

Developers’ perceived 

difficulty

68

Sliding time windows

(optional)
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45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

Eye EDA EEG Eye +

EDA

Eye +

EEG

EDA +

EEG

Eye +

EDA +

EEG
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45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Sliding Windows Size (sec)
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45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

Eye EDA EEG Eye +

EDA

Eye +

EEG

EDA

+ EEG

Eye +

EDA

+ EEG

45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Sliding Windows Size (sec)
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45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

Eye EDA EEG Eye +

EDA

Eye +

EEG

EDA

+ EEG

Eye +

EDA

+ EEG Sliding Window Size (sec)

45%

55%

65%

75%

85%

95%

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60



Discussion





Get more information

Microsoft Privacy Policy statement applies to all information collected. Read at research.microsoft.com  

Swipe your name badge 
in the back of the room

Save the planet and return 
your name badge before you 

leave (on Tuesday) 





Backup Slides for Mary 
Czerwinski



Machine Learning + 

Selection

Machine Learning + 

No Selection

Random + 

Selection

Random + 

No Selection

“How are you feeling?”

Low Energy

Negative / 

Unpleasant

Positive / 

Pleasant

High Energy

Low Energy

Drag the circle to choose your level of energy 

and your feelings



Sensor / API Feature
Calendar - Number of (free, not free) calendar 

records (before, during and after 

an intervention)

- Time until the next meeting

GPS - Number of records (at home, at 

work, null)

- Time since GPR record at work

- Signal quality (average, last record)

- Location (distance to home, 

distance to work)

- Distance traveled

Time - Time and day

- Lunch or Night time

Accelerometer - X,Y, Z average, variance (jerk) –

30,120 min 

Number of accelerometer records 

(30, 120 min)

Screen Lock - Number of events

- Time since last lock event

Data Type Parameters
User Trait 

Data

- Personality - BIG5 (agreeableness, 

conscientiousness, extraversion, 

neuroticism, openness)

- Positive and Negative Affect - PANAS

- Depression - PHQ-9

- Coping Strategies - CSQ

- Demographics: gender, age, marital 

status, income, education, employment, 

professional level

- Social Network: Facebook usage, size of 

online social network and number of 

good friends 

Self Report 

Data

- Last reported energy and mood 

- Time since last self report 

- Energy and Mood (average and variance)

- Number of self reports



“Hi, I am Bubo, 

your emotional 

companion”



Therapy  

Group 

Techniques and  

Therapies 

Intervention 

Name 

Intervention  

Example 

Positive Psychology 

Focus on wellness and well-being, 

and making the positive aspects of 

life more salient. 

- Three good things 

- Best future self 
- Thank you letter 

- Act of kindness 

- Strengths  
- Affirm values 

Food for the Soul 

(Individual) 

 

Social Souls 

(Social) 

 Prompt (individual): “Everyone has something they do 
really well... find an example on your Facebook timeline 

that showcases one of your strengths.” 

 

url: http://www.facebook.com/me/ 

Cognitive Behavioral  

Observe thoughts, their triggers 

and their consequences, entertain 

alternatives, dispute them, etc. 

- Cognitive reframing 

- Problem solving therapy  
- Cognitive Behavioral 

Therapy  

- Interpersonal Skills 
- Visualization 

 

Master Mind 

(Individual) 

 

Mind Meld 

(Social) 

Prompt (social): "Write a friend asking for ideas on how 
to accomplish something you want.” 

 

command: email: {subject: “Asking my friends for ideas} 

Meta-cognitive  

Respond to ongoing 
experience with emotions that are 

socially tolerable and flexible to 

permit spontaneous reactions or 
delay them as needed. 

- Dialectic Behavioral Therapy 

- Acceptance and Commitment 

Therapy 

- Mindfulness 

- Emotional Regulation: 

 

Wise Heart 

(Individual) 

 

Better Together 

(Social) 

Prompt (individual): “Affirmations always make me feel 
better, here, check these out.” 

 

url: http://m.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=affirmation 

Somatic  

Exercises to shift physiological 

signs of arousal. 

- Relaxation 

- Sleep 

- Exercise 

- Breathing 

- Laughter 

Body health 

(Individual) 

 

Social Time 

(Social) 

Prompt: "Cats are hilarious except when they want to eat 

me. Check out a few of these and show it to your friends." 

 
url: http://m.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=funny cats 

 





ESM - In order to 

indicate stress 

levels users 

entered it with a 

slider before and 

after the 

intervention (this 

delta was fed to 

the ML model).

“First, Please let me know, what is 

your current stress level?

HighLow |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  | 

Slide the arrow

NOTE: Please try to be as accurate as you can. 

Your honest report will help us build better 

technology for everyone.



“Good deeds create positive 

outcomes, let’s try one”

Once selected, 

Bubo gives you the 

instructions for 

your activity.  Here 

is an example from 

Food for the Soul.

Food for the Soul

“Time goes by so fast…find a 

moment or memory you like in 

your Facebook timeline.”

Click PLAY to launch your activity. Click CHECK after you complete it.



Here is another 

example



CHALLENGE: 

Stimulate users to 

use the app… pay 

per use, but limit it 

to avoid system 

being gamed

“Please click the app tile again in 60 

minutes to get a new stress relief 

activity.”

Tickets Earned: 3

“You need 8 more activity credits and  4 

self-report credits to get the next ticket!”

Activity credits this week: 32

Self-report credits this week: 36

Use at least 10 

times per week, 

enter stress levels 

at least 10 times 

per week and fill 

out end of week 

survey to get a 

lottery ticket



Random 

recommendation

Machine learning 

recommendation

Cannot select 

from menu

22 users

1307 interventions

21 users

1176 interventions

Can select 

from menu

26 users

1444 interventions

26 users

1550 interventions



Interventions Used





Answers to “What have you learned 

from this study?” (multiple choice) %

To be more aware of my stress levels 70.3%

That being more aware of my stress

level is stressful 34.4%

Simple ways to control my stress
65.6%

Nothing 7.8%

Other 4.7%



The PHQ-9 response data was analyzed for the 20 participants who used the app all 4 weeks. 

A significant effect of week, F(4,76)=2.9, p=.026, was found, and ML was borderline significant, but no effect 

was observed for the Selection variable. 

This means that, regardless of conditions, these participants rated being statistically significantly less depressed 

while they used our tool over 4 weeks. 



Using the same 20 participants…

We identified a significant week x ML/Random interaction, F(4,56)=4.18, p=.005; ML conditions resulted in 

significantly higher ratio of constructive to destructive coping behaviors 



Microsoft Privacy Policy statement applies to all information collected. Read at research.microsoft.com  

Save the planet and return 
your name badge before you 

leave (on Tuesday) 





Backup Slides for Erin 
Solovey
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Neurosky Mindband Q Affectiva 2.0 Tobii Eye Tracker


